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As we have reported in the past, there have been numerous examples where the Administration has 

funneled Federal funds through sole source grants and Congressional appropriations “earmarks” to 

pro-choice advocacy groups whose mission is to engender greater support for NCLB choice 

provisions, including supplemental education services.  A recent report by People for the American 

Way (PFAW) highlights the growing nature of this support, often at the expense of needed additional 

Federal funds to implement these provisions at the operational level.  The report concludes as 

follows: “By diverting millions of dollars to organizations with questionable allegiance to public 

education and currently underfunding NCLB, the Bush Administration is actively setting public 

schools up for failure.”  Of greater interest to several TechMIS subscribers with whom we talked, 

however, is that several of these USED initiatives have the effect of Federally-subsidized “unfair 

competition” with some education software publishers and technology vendors; and for other 

subscribers, it is unbalancing the “level playing field.”   

 

In a memorandum entitled “Funding a Movement:  U.S. Department of Education Poured Millions 

into Groups Advocating School Vouchers and Education Privatization,” Nancy Keenan, PFAW 

Director of Education Policy and former Montana State Superintendent for Public Instruction, 

documents, over the last three years, more than $75 million in Federal education funding which has 

been “diverted to just a handful of private pro-voucher advocacy groups.”   
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One area to which millions have been diverted through Congressional budget earmarks and “sole 

source” grants, relates to the NCLB teacher high-qualification provisions.  The National Council on 

Teacher Quality (NCTQ), according to PFAW, has received an estimated $10 million for two 

projects from the Bush Administration to support “nationally-significant programs (that) improve the 

quality of elementary and secondary education at the state and local level and help all children meet 

challenging state academic content and student achievement standards.”  The PFAW comments on 

the NCTQ projects (which is a joint effort of the Thomas C. Fordham Foundation and the Education 

Leaders Council): “It is unclear from Department records what programs these two grants 

supported.”  Similarly, the American Board for Certification of Teacher Excellence (ABCTE), 

cofounded by ELC and NCTQ under a $5 million grant the first year and $35 million dollars more 

this year, is supposed to develop a standardized test for “fast track alternative route teacher 

certification.” Teachers under alternative route certification would have opportunities to receive free 

online instruction and take online standardized tests in content areas; this test has been questioned by 

a number of national professional development associations and other groups.  Such online 

assessment support would appear to be Federally subsidized competition with a number of firms that 

currently offer such services for a fee.   

 

Other pro-choice advocacy groups receiving funds ostensibly to assist in the implementation of 

related provisions under NCLB, include: 

 The Hispanic Council for Reform and Education Options (Hispanic CREO) received, in 

2003, $500,000 to educate families about education options under NCLB; 

 

 Working with CREO are other pro-voucher groups, such as the Black Alliance for 

Educational Options (BAEO), which has received $2 million under the Bush Administration, 

and the Greater Education Opportunities Foundation.   

 

Perhaps the group which has received the earliest and most continuing support through sole source 

grants and budget earmarks is the Education Leaders Council, one of whose founding members and 

chairman is current Under Secretary of Education Eugene Hickok, which many have referred to as 

the “brains behind NCLB.”  In 2002, ELC received $3.5 million to launch its “Following the Leaders 

Project,” which helps selected districts in a few states implement “best practices and tools” as well as 
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instructional programs provided by groups such as Achievement Technology and Accountability 

Works.  In 2003, ELC received an earmark of $9.9 million to implement its model demonstration 

efforts in additional states according to PFAW.  Other sources have noted that additional funds from 

various “slush funds” over which the Administration has control, have provided an additional $10 

million or more funds to support aspects of Follow The Leaders Project. 

 

The PFAW memorandum also notes that the Bush Administration granted Arkansas $2.3 million in 

2002 ($11.5 million over five years) for a statewide virtual education program under the NCLB 

Voluntary Public Choice Initiative, involving K-12, Inc. headed by Former Education Secretary 

William Bennett.  K-12 is also participating in the Pennsylvania virtual charter school online which 

received $2.5 million through a Congressional earmark over the last two years funded under USED’s 

Fund for Improvement of Education. 

 

Not mentioned in the PAW memo is a recent $50 million (may be $55 million) initiative announced 

by the President on September 9 as a “new public/private effort that will post information about test 

results and student achievement on the Internet, so all parents, all teachers, can monitor progress of 

their local schools, their schools relative to other schools in the neighborhood, the schools relative to 

schools from county to county.  The program will help states analyze the data, the test results, the 

financial data, and other school information required by the federal act to be posted.”   

 

In a joint press release with USED, the Broad Foundation, through a $51 contribution, expects to 

lower the cost barriers associated with state data collection and reporting by laying an 

“infrastructure” which states can build upon.  As spokesperson Stacey Spector of Broad noted, “By 

offering these powerful data tools to states for two years, the partnership intends to mitigate any 

additional unnecessary budget demands for states facing severe financial crises and aims to fast track 

the building of a common national platform for parents to view and understand student achievement 

data.”  During Phase One, the basic package of data analysis services for all 50 states, through an 

“NCLB branded” websit, will focus on academic achievement results which:   

 Identify student test results trends at school, district, and state levels; 

 View student test results disaggregated by student subgroups; 
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 Compare schools and districts within a state, identifying high and low performers. 

 

During Phase Two, the Standard and Poor’s School Evaluation Service (SES), which has been used 

in Michigan and Pennsylvania thus far outside of this project, will provide various analytical 

information including a “return on resources” analysis that examines the relationship between 

student achievement and spending in a district’s learning environment (e.g., cost per grade level gain 

on a single test).  In addition to Standard and Poor’s, Just For the Kids, a Texas-based research group 

headed by Tom Luce (who was instrumental in George W. Bush’s successful campaigns for the 

Texas Governor races during the 1990s), is the “brain” behind this national initiative which is similar 

to the effort in Texas during the late 1990s.   

 

While this Broad project is being billed as being useful to parents and others to compare subgroups 

of student test scores among different schools in order for parents to make informed choices, the 

President in his statement also noted that the initiative could help states analyze data including 

individual test results; hence, one could logically assume the intent here is to use additional tools to 

conduct “item analyses” on individual student test data which can be provided quickly to teachers 

and school staff to “inform instruction” and develop or prescribe selected lesson plans.  In his 

speech, the President also stated, “If you are a principal and you hear a school is using reading 

curriculum that seems to make sense and you want to determine whether or not it is working, you can 

get on Internet and not only can you get the system to determine how the school is doing, you can get 

on the system to determine whether or not reading curriculum is working for Hispanic kids, African 

kids, Anglo kids.”  Ironically, less than two months after the press release announced this initiative, 

the National Center for Education Accountability -- whose parent is Just for the Kids -- released data 

reported in Education Week (October 22), which found that only 21 states are tracking individual 

student performance with “student identifiers,” which is critical in interpreting test scores and using 

them to inform instruction.  Education Week reporter David Hoff tacitly agreed in a recent 

discussion that it would appear that the NCEA revelations after the “solution” had already been 

announced that the Administration is looking for a “problem” to which to direct the preconceived 

“solution.” 
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In his editorial for e School News (November/December 2003), entitled “Beware the Beguiling 

Idea,” Greg Downey, Editor, compared the “data management tool” new initiative by S&P et al. to 

the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) of 20 years ago, as “It (the new data management tool) offers 

an appearance of science….It seems plausible to the gullible.  And it certainly won’t work.  At least 

it won’t do the wondrous things its proponents promise….SDI had just one problem, it didn’t 

work….ED’s data management tool for all its impressive trappings has one problem too, test scores 

simply aren’t the infallible barometer of education achievement.  You can’t add up a column of test 

scores and determine with much certainty whether a student is learning or a school is progressing.”   

 

Even if the data management tool initiative does “work,” a bottom line question is whether states 

will use it even if it is free for the first two years s is the current plan.  As Rolf Blank of the Council 

of Chief State School Officers noted in the e School News article (November/December 2003), a 

solution with a “one size fits all” approach might not work.  The recent QED Annual Technology 

Purchasing Forecast noted that, of the 446 district technology coordinators surveyed nationwide, as 

reported in e School News, more than 90 percent reported having already installed student 

information systems including data warehousing solutions for tracking student records, electronic 

student assessment programs, computerized report cards and attendance records survey.  QED 

estimates an additional $350-$400 million in expenditures for similar products this school year.  As 

far as helping principals identify best practices in “high performing” schools, groups such as the 

Education Trust already have such a data base, which is available to the public (see Education Week 

November 11).  As noted in Education Week (October 22), the proposed Senate FY 2004 

appropriations includes approximately $80 million to be provided to states to develop, purchase, and 

implement assessment tools that can be used to inform instruction based on student assessment 

results data.   

 

Without question, the segment within the education technology industry which has experienced the 

most significant recent growth is that which provides infrastructure products to meet many of the 

accountability, assessment, and analysis and reporting mandates in NCLB, as we noted in the May 

2003 THE Journal supplement.  Many of these firms will perceive the “data management tool” 

initiative, headed by Standard and Poor’s and Just For The Kids, and supported by USED and the 
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Broad Foundation as government-subsidized “unfair competition,” unless they are part of the 

initiative!  Those who are not part of the initiative should rightfully be concerned.  When, after two 

years, continued state use will no longer be “free,” Rolf Blank of the CCSSO noted, “While states 

tend to like to work with multiple vendors, if states start working with this, it is sort of a commitment 

to continue working with this company.”  For a transcript of the President’s remarks September 9, 

2003, go to www.whitehouse.gov/newsreleases/2003/09. 

 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/newsreleases/2003/09

